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Plasmonics is based on surface plasmon polariton (SPP) modes which can
be laterally confined below the diffraction limit, thereby enabling ultracompact
optical components[1, 2]. In order to exploit this potential, the fundamental
bottleneck of poor light-SPP coupling must be overcome. In established SPP
sources (using prism[3, 4], grating[5] or nanodefect[6] coupling) incident light is a
source of noise for the SPP, unless the illumination occurs away from the region
of interest, increasing the system size and weakening the SPP intensity. Back-
side illumination of subwavelength apertures in optically thick metal films[7, 8, 9,
10, 11, 12, 13] eliminates this problem but does not ensure a unique propagation
direction for the SPP. We propose a novel back-side slit-illumination method
based on drilling a periodic array of indentations at one side of the slit. We
demonstrate that the SPP running in the array direction can be suppressed,
and the one propagating in the opposite direction enhanced, providing localized
unidirectional SPP launching.
A picture of the proposed SPP-launcher is shown in Figure 1. A periodic array of one-
dimensional (1D) indentations is fabricated at the (output) metal surface close and parallel
to the illuminated slit. The design of this device is based on two facts. The first one is that
the reflection of SPPs by a periodic array of indentations presents maxima at the low-λ edges
of the plasmonic bandgaps [14, 15]. For subwavelength indentations, the spectral locations
of these edges can be obtained by folding the dispersion relation of SPPs for a flat metal
surface into the first Brillouin zone, satisfying the following expression:
kpP = mpi, (1)
where P is the period of the array, kp holds for in-plane plasmon wave-vector and m is the
band index. Remarkably, although the reflectance maxima depends on groove geometry
(width and depth) and number of grooves, their spectral locations do not.
The second fact is that the phase picked up by the SPP upon reflection is just mpi,
precisely at the condition given by Eq.(1), as obtained by the modal expansion developed
in Ref. [15]. Using these two results, a very simple scheme for the efficient unidirectional
launching of SPPs can be envisaged. For a given frequency, by choosing P such that con-
dition given by equation (1) is fulfilled, a SPP emerging from the slit to the left side will
be mainly back-scattered. The interference of this reflected SPP with the one leaving the
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slit to the right can be tuned by adjusting the separation, d, between the slit and the first
groove of the array (defined centre to centre). The total phase difference, φ, between the
two interfering SPPs will be the phase picked up upon reflection plus the one associated to
their different path lengths along the metal:
φ = 2kpd+mpi (2)
According to Eq.(2), destructive or constructive interference should occur for those φ-values
equal to odd or even multiples of pi, respectively. In these latter cases, the device would
behave as an efficient source for unidirectional SPPs.
Note that Eq.(2) is based on two main simplifications. Firstly, the previous discussion
is based on the reflection of SPPs by a groove array, while the electromagnetic (EM) fields
radiated by the slit are, at short distances, more complex[15]. Secondly, Eq.(2) does not take
into account the radiation from the grooves back into the slit while, in principle, EM-fields
at all openings should be self-consistently calculated[17].
In order to check the validity of Eq.(2) we have carried out numerical calculations by
means of both modal expansion [15] and Finite-Difference-Time-Domain (FDTD) [18] meth-
ods. FDTD is virtually exact for this type of 1D structures, as very small grid sizes can
be used. On the other hand, the modal expansion treats only approximately the finite
conductivity of the metal but provides a very compact representation for the EM fields,
favouring the physical interpretation and, in some simple cases, the calculation of analytical
expressions. We characterize the efficiency of the slit+groove system as SPP-launcher by
the ”enhancement factor”, FR, defined as the quotient between the current intensity of right
propagating SPP (JR) with and without the grooves. Strictly speaking FR provides the
efficiency of the output side of the device; the total efficiency, defined as the percentage of
laser beam energy transferred onto the plasmon channel, depends also on the lateral beam
size, dielectric constant of the substrate, width of the metal film, corrugation on the input
side, etcetera. Notice also that FR > 2 implies that, in the corrugated structure, the right
propagating SPP carries more current than the total SPP current (left- plus right- moving)
in the single slit case so, some or the power radiated out of plane is redirected onto the SPP
channel.
The model system is a nano-slit SPP-launcher perforated on a gold film[19], designed to
operate at a wavelength of 800 nm, inside the near infra-red range of EM spectrum. We
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consider an array of 10 grooves with a period P = 390nm, obtained from Eq.(1) with m = 1.
The depth of the grooves is chosen to be w = 100nm, while the width of both grooves and slit
is a = 160nm, which are typical experimental parameters. Figure 2 renders the calculated
(modal expansion: black curve, FDTD: blue curve) dependence of FR with distance d. In
this figure, vertical lines mark the locations of maximum interference predicted by Eq.(2).
The agreement between the modal expansion and FDTD results is excellent, except for the
behaviour at very short distances (d ≈ 2a), due to the cross coupling between the slit and
the first groove through the vertical walls, which is neglected within the modal expansion.
More importantly, the locations of maximum FR are accurately predicted by Eq.(2), which
allows us to design SPP-launchers without elaborate numerical calculations.
Notice that FR would be 4 if the whole amplitude of the left-going SPP could be added
constructively to the right-going one, while in our simulations a smaller value is always
obtained. Calculations with the modal expansion show that this is due to the out-of-plane
scattering of the left-going SPP by the array of grooves. The effect on FR of both damping
across the flat gold surface and partial transmission across the finite array plays a very minor
role for the considered parameters.
In order to test experimentally our proposal, several samples were prepared with a Fo-
cused Ion Beam (FIB) in 300nm-thick gold films for different values for d, all other geo-
metrical parameters being the same as in the previous calculations. Each sample consists
of a single long slit flanked by a finite periodic groove array which extends over only half
of the slit length (see Fig. 1a). This sample design allows the quantitative experimental
study of the SPP launching efficiency, as the ”isolated” slit (upper part) can be used as an
in-chip reference. The set of samples was imaged by a Photon Scanning Tunneling Micro-
scope (PSTM) making use of an incident focused beam illumination for frequencies in the
[765, 800]nm interval. Due to specific features of the experimental set-up used for measure-
ments in the optical regime, the incident laser beam was directed on the sample attached to
a prism under an angle of 430 with respect to the normal. Notice, however, that the choice of
angle of incidence is not critical for the spatial distribution of transmitted energy, as a sub-
wavelength slit in an optically thick metal film transmits only the fundamental mode. For
each distance d, a pair of images was recorded by scanning at a constant distance of about
60 to 80 nm from the sample surface. The first image of the pair, corresponding to the SPP
launching by a single slit, is obtained by focusing the laser beam on the upper part of the
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slit. For the second image, the laser beam is moved to the lower part in order to collect the
data for the slit+grating case. Image pairs for d = 585nm and to d = 486nm are displayed
in Figure 2b (left panels: single slit, right panels: slit+grating). Figure 2b clearly shows
that the grating enhances the intensity of the right propagating SPP for d = 585nm whereas
for d = 486nm this intensity is greatly reduced. In order to quantify this enhancement, an
average longitudinal cross-cut of each image is obtained by using 20 longitudinal cross-cuts,
corresponding to different coordinates along the slit axis. Then, the relative position of the
two average cross-cuts composing each image pair is adjusted so that the saturated areas
(i.e. the signal taken right on top of the slit) are super-imposed. Finally, the experimental
enhancement factor, FR, is extracted by averaging the ratio between the two curves along the
longitudinal cross-cut. Figure 2a renders experimental results (squares) for FR for the five
different samples fabricated. Experimental data are in good agreement with the theoretical
predictions, definitely showing that the presence of the grating modulates the coupling into
the right propagating SPP. We find this agreement quite remarkable, especially when taking
into account that each experimental point in Fig. 2a corresponds to a different sample.
We have also designed similar samples for efficient unidirectional SPP excitation at tele-
com (TC) wavelengths, increasing correspondingly the grating period and its separation from
the slit. In this case, normal incidence back-side illumination is allowed by the experimental
set-up and used in all experiments. The SPP propagation length is significantly longer in
this wavelength range (≈ 200µm) rendering a simple way of determining the enhancement
factor. Similarly to the experiments described above, this factor has been obtained by using
two near-field optical images taken at two positions of the focused laser beam incident nor-
mal to the sample surface (from the back side). The enhancement was simply determined
as a power ratio between the SPP beams excited for two different adjustments, the SPP
beam power being estimated far away (≈ 50µm) from the slit. The typical near-field optical
image obtained when illuminating the lower slit part (adjacent to the grating) is shown in
Fig. 3 (upper panel), featuring a strong SPP beam propagating away from the slit in the
direction opposite to that of grating and demonstrating thereby the desirable effect of the
enhanced unidirectional SPP excitation.
It should be mentioned that the enhancement factor determined in this way exhibited a
significant dispersion due to inaccuracy in the illuminating laser beam adjustment. Conse-
quently, several series of measurements were performed conducting independent adjustments
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for each sample and wavelength. Averaged results and estimated errors are shown in Fig.
3, which shows the wavelength dependence of the SPP excitation enhancement caused by
the grating array. As can be seen, the comparison between theory and experiments is rather
satisfactory: for the case of the sample with d = P + P/2 = 1125 nm, the enhancement
factor decreases as the wavelength increases (with the only exception of a sharp peak at 1520
nm), evolving from an enhanced regime ( FR ≈ 2) to one in which SPP coupling is clearly
diminished by the grating ( FR < 1). On the other hand, FR ≈ 2 all over the range for the
sample with d = P − P/4 = 562 nm, as predicted by the modal expansion calculation.
Another application of the system proposed in this paper is the focusing of SPPs, creating
local field enhancement (”hot spot”) at a given location. Focusing of SPP has been achieved
through the interaction of SPP with curved surface corrugations[20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. The
proposed approach for the localized unidirectional excitation of a SPP beam can be general-
ized to focus SPPs with a higher efficiency than in the cited study while, at the same time,
blocking the propagation away from the focus. Importantly, in these curved structures, the
rigorous modelling of the SPP excitation needed for optimization of the focusing would be
difficult, while the relation given by Eq.(2) still provides simple design rules. As a proof of
principle, in this paper we present focusing at telecom wavelengths by milling a curved slit
along with the corresponding grating grooves [Fig. 4(a)], using a similar configuration to
that illustrated with the near-field optical image shown in Fig. 3. The effect of SPP beam
focusing was clearly seen already at the stage of far-field adjustment (using a microscope
arrangement with an infrared CCD camera) due to weak out-of-plane SPP scattering by sur-
face roughness [Fig. 4(b)]. The typical near-field optical image obtained at the wavelength
of 1520 nm demonstrates efficient focusing of a launched SPP beam at the center of slit
curvature with a spot size of 2.5× 2.5µm2 [Fig. 4(c)]. More generally, the design of other
more complicated curved structures based on these principles can be envisaged allowing,
for example, the excitation of SPP beams propagating in different directions and focused at
different locations. Further investigations in this direction are being conducted.
In conclusion, we have studied the SPP launching by subwavelength slit apertures with
back-side illumination, demonstrating a novel method allowing for efficient localized uni-
directional generation by means of a finite grating of grooves adjacent to the slit. Our
simple model enables us to make quantitative predictions that have been experimentally con-
firmed for both near infrared and telecom ranges. Such analytical predictions on coupling-
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enhancement have also been found in good agreement with sophisticated computer simula-
tions, irrespective of our model’s simplified description of some of the physics involved. With
respect to practical applications, we have shown that the SPP coupling-in can be enhanced
by a factor of 3 without any modification on the illumination source. This is particularly
relevant if we keep in mind that the total transmitted current can also be easily enhanced
making use of a symmetric grating at the illuminated surface [25]. Moreover, the SPP beam
is confined only at one side of the aperture and it can also be suppressed with a careful
selection of the geometrical parameters. We have also shown how a slight modification of
the system can be used to concentrate freely propagating SPP’s in region with lateral di-
mensions comparable to the SPP wavelength. In our opinion, the possibility of efficient local
SPP excitation producing a well defined and collimated SPP beam is of great importance
and extremely useful for various plasmonic devices of current interest.
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FIG. 1: SEM and schematic pictures of the structures investigated. Parameters used in the defi-
nition of the slit, grooves and metal film are also shown. JR and JL stand for the current energy
densities for right- and left- propagating surface plasmons, respectively
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FIG. 2: (a) Dependence with slit-array distance of the enhancement factor FR. The working
wavelength is λ = 800nm, while the geometrical parameters defining the system are: slit length is
30µm, slit and groove widths a = 160nm, groove depth w = 100nm and array period P = 390nm.
The figure renders the computed results obtained by both modal expansion (black line) and FDTD
methods (blue line). Vertical lines mark the positions of the enhancement maxima according to Eq.
(2). Experimental results are represented by squares. (b) PSTM images recorded at λ = 800nm
for two different slit-grating distances. Left column: isolated slit. Right column: slit+grating.
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FIG. 3: Experimental results and modal expansion calculations for the spectral dependence of
the enhancement factor at the telecom range. Two samples were considered. In both, the slit
length is 50µm, slit and grooves widths are 400 and 200nm, respectively, with groove periodicity
P = 750nm, film thickness h = 300nm and groove depth w = 100nm. In one sample the slit-grating
distance d = 3P/2 = 1125nm (experiment: black squares, theory: black curve) while, in the other
d = 3P/4 = 562nm (experiment: red circles, theory: red curve) The image in the upper panel
depicts grating induced enhancement for d = 3P/2 at λ = 1520nm. (Size = 70x26µm2). Weak
periodic modulation of the strong SPP beam propagating to the right (upper panel) is due to its
interference with a SPP wave reflected by a remote auxiliary structure.
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FIG. 4: Demonstration of the simultaneous SPP excitation and focusing using a curved slit flanked
with concentric periodic grooves. (a) SEM image of the fabricated structure characterized by the
slit and groove widths of 400 and 200 nm, respectively, groove periodicity of 750 nm, groove depth
of 100 nm and slit-groove distance of 1125 nm. Film thickness is 280 nm and curvature radius is 30
µ m. The slit chord length is 40µm. (b) Far-field image recorded with a CCD-camera and (c) the
corresponding near-field optical image (size = 48× 32µm2), both being obtained when the curved
slit was illuminated at normal incidence with radiation at the telecom wavelength of 1520 nm.
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